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Abstract
Inferring functional relations from relational databases is important for the discovery of scien-
ti&c knowledge because many experimental data are represented in the form of tables and many
rules are represented in the form of functions. A simple greedy algorithm has been known as
an approximation algorithm for this problem. This paper presents an e(cient implementation of
the algorithm. This paper also shows that the algorithm can identify an exact solution for simple
functions if input data for each function are generated uniformly at random and the size of the do-
main is bounded by a constant. Results of computational experiments using arti&cially generated
data are presented to verify the approach. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Functional dependencies; Set cover; Greedy algorithm; Average case analysis; Knowledge
discovery
1. Introduction
Many scienti&c rules are represented in the form of functions. For example, an
output value yj may be a function of several input variables xi1 ; : : : ; xid (i.e., yj =fj(xi1 ;
: : : ; xid)). For another example, a simple di:erential equation of the form dyj=dt=fj(xi1 ;
: : : ; xid) can be considered a function if we know the values of dyj=dt (e.g., using
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Fyj=Ft in place of dyj=dt). Moreover, many experimental data are represented in
the form of tables. Therefore, inferring functional relations from tables is important
for scienti&c discovery. Since a relational database consists of tables, this problem is
almost equivalent to inference of functional relations from relational databases.
Inference of functional relations (or almost equivalently, inference of functional de-
pendencies) from relational databases is a rather classic problem in the &eld of knowl-
edge discovery in databases (KDD) [5,9,10,11]. Since yj =f′j (xi1 ; : : : ; xid ; xid+1 ; : : : ; xid′ )
holds for all xid+1 ; : : : ; xid′ if yj =fj(xi1 ; : : : ; xid) holds, it is usually required to &nd the
minimum set or the minimal sets of input variables. Mannila and RKaihKa proposed a
heuristic algorithm for &nding functional dependencies [10]. Kivinen and Mannila [9],
and Akutsu and Takasu [5] studied inference of functional dependencies from data with
small noise, and gave PAC-type analyses. However, Mannila and RKaihKa proved that
&nding a functional dependency with the minimum number of input attributes (i.e., d is
minimum) is NP-hard [11]. Therefore, the development of heuristic algorithms and=or
approximation algorithms is important. Akutsu and Bao proposed a simple greedy algo-
rithm in which the original problem was reduced to the set cover problem [2]. Although
an upper bound on the approximation ratio (on d) is given, the time complexity is not
low if it is implemented as is. It takes O(m2ng) time (O(m2n) time using an e(cient
implementation for the set cover problem [7]) even for &nding a functional relation
for one output variable (i.e., one yj), where n denotes the number of attributes, m de-
notes the number of tuples and g denotes the number of main iterations in the greedy
algorithm (i.e., g denotes the number of arguments of the functional relation output
by the algorithm). This time complexity is too high to apply the greedy algorithm to
large databases.
This paper gives a simple implementation of the greedy algorithm that runs in
O(mng) time to identify a functional relation for one output variable. Each iteration
can be done in linear time since the size of input data (i.e., input table) is O(mn).
This complexity is reasonable because g is usually small (e.g., g¡10). This algorithm
bears some similarity to decision tree construction. We discuss the di:erences in the
&nal section. It is required in some applications to simultaneously infer functional re-
lations for multiple output variables. For example, in the inference of genetic networks
[4], functional relations should be inferred for all genes (i.e., for n genes). In such
a case, O(mn2g) time is still required using the e(cient implementation mentioned
above. Therefore, we developed an improved algorithm for a special case in which g
can be regarded as a constant and the size of the domain is bounded by a constant.
This algorithm is based on a fast matrix multiplication algorithm [6] as in [4], and
the time complexity is O(m!−2n2 +mn!−1), where ! is the exponent of matrix multi-
plication (currently, !¡2:376 [6]). Although this algorithm is not practical, it is faster
than the O(mn2g) time algorithm when m is large.
This paper also gives an average case analysis of the greedy algorithm for simple
functions (such as AND of literals, OR of literals), under the condition that input data
are generated uniformly at random and the size of the domain is bounded by a constant.
In this case, the greedy algorithm &nds an exact solution with high probability, where
the probability is taken over all possible input data. This provides another theoretical
guarantee to the algorithm. Recall that it is already known that the greedy algorithm
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outputs a solution with a guaranteed approximation ratio even in the worst case [2].
Therefore, the greedy algorithm works well for average case inputs, whereas the greedy
algorithm does not work so badly even in the worst case.
In order to verify the e:ectiveness of the algorithm, we performed computational
experiments. Since we were particularly interested in the application to inference of ge-
netic networks, we performed computational experiments on Boolean networks, where
the Boolean network is a mathematical model of a genetic network [14]. The results
of the computational experiments suggest that the greedy algorithm is very useful.
Before describing the details of the algorithm, we will briePy discuss the di:erence
between association rules [1] and functional relations, since inference of association
rules has been widely studied. We will consider very simple rules on the binary domain
{0; 1} in order to explain the di:erence. The following is a typical example of an asso-
ciation rule: (xi1 = 1)∧ (xi2 = 0)∧ (xi3 = 1)→yj =1, which means that if xi1 = 1; xi2 = 0
and xi3 = 1 hold then yj should be 1, where we are considering a simpli&ed version
of an association rule and thus do not consider support and con7dence. In this case,
yj can take any value if either one of xi1 =1; xi2 =0; xi3 =1 holds. The following is
a typical example of a functional relation: yj = xi1 ∧¬xi2 ∧ xi3 , which means that yj is
1 if and only if xi1 = 1; xi2 = 0 and xi3 = 1 hold. Therefore, yj should be 0 if either
one of xi1 =1; xi2 =0; xi3 =1 holds. Although association rules are convenient for rep-
resenting various kinds of knowledges, functional relations are more appropriate for
representing concrete rules (such as di:erential equations).
2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume a &xed and &nite domain D for all attributes. Extending the
work to domains that vary across variables is straightforward. Extension to the domain
of real numbers will be briePy discussed in Section 3.
For simplicity, we consider two sets of attributes: the set of input attributes and
the set of output attributes, where the two sets are not necessarily disjoint. Usual
functional dependencies can be treated by letting both sets be identical to the original
set of attributes. Input attributes and output attributes are also called input variables
and output variables, respectively. Let x1; : : : ; xn be input variables. Let y1; : : : ; yl be
output variables. Let 〈x1(k); : : : ; xn(k); y1(k); : : : ; yl(k)〉 be the kth tuple in the table,
where xi(k)∈D; yj(k)∈D for all i; j; k. Then, we de&ne the problem of the inference
of functional relations in the following way.
Input: 〈x1(k); : : : ; xn(k); y1(k); : : : ; yl(k)〉 (k =1; : : : ; m), where xi(k)∈D and yj(k)
∈D for all i; j; k,
Output: for each yj, a set Xj = {xi1 ; : : : ; xid} with the minimum cardinality (i.e.,
minimum d) for which there exists a function fj(xi1 ; : : : ; xid) such that (∀k) (yj(k)=
fj(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k))) holds.
It should be noted that the problem is de&ned as a minimization problem since
the number of sets of input variables satisfying the condition can be exponential.
If multiple sets with the same cardinality satisfy the condition, any set can be out-
put. It should be also noted that we do not require for the explicit representation of
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the function fj because the number of possible fj with d-input variables on domain
D is |D||D|d and thus exponential space (R (|D|d log |D|)) is required to represent fj.
We can determine fj by examining all |D||D|d functions. Particularly, if D and d are
bounded by a constant, we can determine fj in O(m) time after determining d-input
variables.
Since each yj can be treated independently, we assume l=1 unless otherwise stated.
3. A simple greedy algorithm
It is known that the inference of functional dependencies is NP-hard [11]. Therefore,
a simple greedy algorithm has been proposed [2]. We denote this algorithm GREEDY.
In GREEDY, the original problem is reduced to the set cover problem and a well-
known greedy algorithm for the set cover [8] is applied. The following is a pseudo-code
for GREEDY:
S←{(k1; k2) | k1¡k2 and y1(k1) =y1(k2)}
X1←{}
X ←{x1; : : : ; xn}
while S = {} do
for all xi ∈X do
Si←{(k1; k2)∈ S | xi(k1) = xi(k2)}
i← argmaxi |Si|
S← S − Si
X ←X − {xi}
X1←X1 ∪ {xi}
Output X1
The following result was obtained using the result on the approximation ratio of the
greedy algorithm for the set cover [8].
Theorem 1 (Akutsu and Bao [2]). Suppose that f1(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k))=y1(k) holds for
all k. Then GREEDY outputs a set of variables {xi′1 ; : : : ; xi′g} such that g6(2 lnm+1)d
and there exists a function f′1 satisfying f
′
1 (xi′1 (k); : : : ; xi′g(k))=y1(k) for all k.
Note that the R(log m) lower bound on the approximation ratio was also proven
in [2]. Thus, the approximation ratio of GREEDY is optimal except a constant factor.
GREEDY may be modi&ed for the domain of real numbers by replacing y1(k1) =
y1(k2) and xi(k1) = xi(k2) with |y1(k1) − y1(k2)|¿ and |xi(k1) − xi(k2)|¿′, respec-
tively, using appropriate constants  and ′.
4. Ecient implementation
GREEDY takes O(m2ng) time (for l=1) if it is executed as is, where g is the num-
ber of iterations of the while loop (i.e., the size of X1). GREEDY takes O(m2n) time
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Fig. 1. Example of execution of GREEDY1. In the &rst iteration, x3 is selected because c1 = 3; c2 = 3 and
c3 = 4. In the second iteration, either x1 or x2 is selected because c1 = 1 and c2 = 1.
even if an e(cient implementation [7] for the set cover problem is used. This would
take too long for large n; m. Therefore, we should consider a more e(cient imple-
mentation. In this section, we will describe an improved implementation of GREEDY
(we call it GREEDY1) that works in O(mng) time. Since the size of input data is
O(mn), each iteration can be done in linear time.
We assume, without loss of generality, that D= {0; 1; 2; : : : ; D−1}, where D is a con-
stant (recall that we assumed a &nite domain). We denote each tuple 〈x1(k); : : : ; y1(k)〉
by k and say that (k; k ′) is covered by xi if both y1(k) =y1(k ′) and xi(k) = xi(k ′) hold.
The principle behind GREEDY1 is to avoid the explicit construction of a set of
tuple pairs. For this purpose, GREEDY1 partitions the tuples into blocks using &ner
blocks as the iteration steps proceed. Each block consists of tuples whose projections
to X1 are identical. For each block Bh, for each input variable xi, GREEDY1 computes
the number ch; i which indicates the number of tuple pairs from Bh that are covered by
xi. As shown below, |Si|=
∑H
h=1 ch; i holds if the tuples are partitioned into H blocks
B1; : : : ; BH . GREEDY1 selects xi such that
∑H
h=1 ch; i is maximized in each iteration
step.
Let us examine Fig. 1. In the &rst iteration, there is only one block B1. Since x1; x2
and x3 covers three, three and four tuple pairs from B1, respectively, c1 = 3; c2 = 3 and
c3 = 4 hold. Since c3 is the maximum, GREEDY1 selects x3. In the second iteration,
the tuples are partitioned into two blocks B1 and B2 such that each block consists of
the tuples that take the same value in the attribute corresponding to x3. In this case, we
have c1 = c1;1 + c2;1 = 1+ 0=1 and c2 = c1;2 + c2;2 = 1+ 0=1. Therefore, GREEDY1
selects either x1 or x2 in the second iteration.
The psuedo-code of GREEDY1 is as follows:
B1←{1; : : : ; m}
H← 1
X1←{}
X ←{x1; : : : ; xn}
while |{y1(k) |; k ∈Bh}|¿1 for some h6H do
for all xi ∈X do




i ← argmaxi ci
for all Bh and p (p=0; : : : ; D − 1) do
Bh;p←{k ∈Bh | xi(k)=p}
Replace B1; : : : ; BH by the remaining Bh;p
Update H according to the above replacement
X ←X − {xi}
X1←X1 ∪ {xi}
Output X1
Note that the condition |{y1(k) | k ∈Bh}|¿1 means that there exists a pair of tuples
from Bh that should be covered using additional variables not present in X1. Since
all pairs of tuples across di:erent blocks were already covered by the variables in
X1; |Si|=
∑
h ch; i holds in each iteration step. Therefore, the input=output behavior of
GREEDY1 is equivalent to that of GREEDY.
Next, we consider the time complexity. Since Bh (h = 1; : : : ; H) are the partition
of {1; 2; : : : ; m}, all Bh;p can be computed in O(m) time (per while loop). Thus, the
most time consuming part is the computation of ch; i, which is performed in the follow-
ing way. For each block Bh, for each input variable xi, and for each (p; q)∈D×D,









in a constant time if ch; i(p; q) are given. We use the following procedure to compute
ch; i(p; q).
for all p; q∈D×D do
ch; i(p; q)← 0
for h=1 to H do
for all k ∈Bh do
p← xi(k)
q←y1(k)
ch; i(p; q)← ch; i(p; q) + 1
Since D is assumed to be a constant and
∑
h |Bh|6m, this procedure works in O(mn)
time. Therefore, the total time complexity is O(mng). We can use the same space to
store ch; i(p; q) for di:erent xi. Thus, the space complexity is linear (i.e., O(mn)).
Theorem 2. Suppose that f1(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k))=y1(k) holds for all k. Then GREEDY1
outputs a set of variables {xi′1 ; : : : ; xi′g} in O(mng) time such that g6(2 lnm+1)d and
there exists a function f′1 satisfying f
′
1(xi′1 (k); : : : ; xi′g(k))=y1(k) for all k.
The time complexity is O(mng logm) by using a balanced binary tree for maintaining
the values of ch; i(p; q) such that ch; i(p; q)¿0 even if D is not a constant.
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Until now, we have assumed that l=1. However, in certain applications, we &nd
functional relations for many yl. For example, in the inference of genetic networks [4],
we &nd functional relations for all genes (i.e., l= n), where there are at least several
thousands of genes even for micro-organisms such as Yeast. It would take O(mn2g)
time if we apply GREEDY1 to all yj independently. Therefore, we will consider an
e(cient implementation for the case of l= n.
We can develop an improved algorithm using fast matrix multiplication as in [4]
for small integers of g and D (for example, g63; D63). Recall that the most time-
consuming part of GREEDY1 is the computation of ch; i(p; q). The other parts can be
completed in O(mng) time in the case of l= n. Since ch; i(p; q) must be computed for
each yj, we de&ne ch; i; j(p; q) by
ch;i;j(p; q) = |{k ∈ Bh | xi(k) = p and yj(k) = q}|:
Similarly, we use Bh; j for denoting Bh for yj.









1 if yj(k) = q and k ∈ Bh;j;
0 otherwise;
where (xpi )k and (y
q; h





Then, ch; i; j(p; q) is equal to the inner product x
p
i ·yq; hj . We can compute ch; i; j(p; q) for
all i; j simultaneously by using matrix multiplication as in [4] for each &xed h; p; q.
It is shown in [4] that such computation can be done in O(m!−2n2+mn!−1) time, where
! is the exponent of matrix multiplication (currently, !¡2:376 [6]). Of course, this
computation should be done for all combinations of h; p; q. The number of combinations
is Dg×D×D=Dg+2, which is a constant if g and D are constants. Therefore, the
total time complexity is O(m!−2n2 + mn!−1) if g and D are constants. It is smaller
than O(mn2) if m is large. We denote this algorithm GREEDY2.
Theorem 3. Suppose that fj(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k))=yj(k) holds for all k and yj (j=1; : : : ;
n). Suppose also that g (the number of iterations) and D are bounded by a constant.
Then GREEDY2 outputs a set of variables {xi′1 ; : : : ; xi′g} for all yj in O(m!−2n2 +
mn!−1) time such that g6(2 lnm+1)d and a function f′j exists that satis7es f
′
j (xi′1 (k);
: : : ; xi′g(k))=yj(k) for all k.
5. Average case analysis for simple functions
Even if we only consider the Boolean domain D= {0; 1} and restrict functions to
be either AND of literals or OR of literals, the inference problem remains NP-hard
[4]. However, on average, GREEDY (or equivalently GREEDY1) identi&es the correct
sets of input variables with high probability in that case, when considering all possible
inputs and assuming that input data are generated uniformly at random. We also assume
that the output value y1 depends only on input variables xi1 ; : : : ; xid . In this section, we
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Fig. 2. Average case analysis of a Boolean function y1(k)= x1(k)∧ x2(k)∧ x3(k). In the &rst iteration,
22=(23−1)|S|=22 pairs are covered. In the second iteration, 21=(22 − 1)|S|=21 pairs are covered.
present the proof for this case and then discuss the extension to other functions and
domains.
5.1. Analysis of AND=OR functions
We assume without loss of generality that y1 depends on x1; : : : ; xd. We also assume
that y1 is AND of x1; : : : ; xd
y1(k) = x1(k) ∧ x2(k) ∧ · · · ∧ xd(k):
From symmetry, the other AND and OR functions can be treated in an analogous way.
Since we assume that input data are generated uniformly at random, Prob(xi(k)= 1)
=Prob(xi(k)= 0)=0:5 holds for all xi and k. Therefore, for each assignment A to
x1; : : : ; xd, the number |{k|〈x1(k); : : : ; xd(k)〉=A}| is expected to be very close to
1=2d · m in most cases if m is su(ciently large, where we denote an assignment
by a vector of 0; 1 (for example, 〈0; 1; 1〉 denotes x1 = 0; x2 = 1; x3 = 1). Among 2d
possible assignments to x1(k); : : : ; xd(k), only 〈1; 1; : : : ; 1〉 can make y1(k)= 1. There-
fore, at the &rst line of GREEDY, |S| ≈ (1=2d)m× ((2d − 1)=2d)m is expected. If
xi =∈{x1; : : : ; xd}; Prob(xi(k) = xi(k ′))= 12 holds for each pair (k; k ′)∈ S because xi(k)
and xi(k ′) are assumed to be independent. Therefore, for xi =∈{x1; : : : ; xd}; |Si| ≈ 12 |S| is
expected. On the other hand, if xi ∈{x1; : : : ; xd}; Prob(xi(k) = xi(k ′))= 2d−1=(2d − 1)
holds for each pair (k; k ′)∈ S and thus |Si| ≈ 2d−1=(2d−1)|S| is expected (see Fig. 2).
Since 2d−1=(2d − 1)|S|¿ 12 |S|, it is expected that one of x1; : : : ; xd is selected in the
&rst iteration of GREEDY.
Assume that x1 is selected in the &rst iteration. Then, at the beginning of the second
iteration, |S| ≈ (1=2d)m× ((2d−1−1)=2d)m is expected. If xi =∈{x1; : : : ; xd}; |Si| ≈ 12 |S| is
expected. If xi ∈{x1; : : : ; xd}; |Si| ≈ 2d−2=(2d−1 − 1)|S| is expected. Therefore,
it is expected that one of x2; : : : ; xd is selected in the second iteration of
GREEDY.
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In this way, it is expected that x1; : : : ; xd are selected and output by GREEDY. Thus,
we obtain the following theorem, where details of probabilistic analysis are given in
the proof.
Theorem 4. Suppose that D= {0; 1} and functions are restricted to be either AND
of d literals or OR of d literals, where d is a constant. Suppose that input data are
generated uniformly at random (i.e., Prob(xi(k)= 1)=0:5 for all xi and for all k).
Then, for su=ciently large m (m=R(! log n)), GREEDY outputs the correct set of
input variables {x1; : : : ; xd} for y1 with high probability (with probability ¿1− 1=n!
for any 7xed constant !).
Proof. For each assignment A to x1; : : : ; xd, let BA= {k | 〈x1(k); : : : ; xd(k)〉=A}. For
each i¿d and for each b∈{0; 1}, let CA(i; b)= {k | xi(k)= b∧ k ∈BA}. Then, we
de&ne BMIN and CMAX by
BMIN = min
A
|BA|; CMAX = max
A;i;b
|CA(i; b)|:
Let Ai be the set of assignments to x1; : : : ; xd such that xi =0. For each xi ∈{x1; : : : ; xd},
















6 2(2d − 1) · (CMAX)2:
Therefore, the &rst iteration of GREEDY succeeds if
2d−1 · (BMIN)2 ¿ 2(2d − 1) · (CMAX)2: (])
First we bound the probability that BMIN or CMAX takes an extreme value. Since
Prob(xi(k)= 1)=0:5 for all i and k, the expectation of |BA| is m=2d for all A. From
the Cherno: bound [12], we have
Prob
(








for 0¡¡1. Since the expectation of |CA(i; b)| is m=2d+1, we have
Prob
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Next we assume that both BMIN¿(1− ) ·m=2d and CMAX6(1 + ) ·m=2d+1 hold.
Then, condition (#) is satis&ed if
2d−1
(
(1− ) · m
2d
)2
¿ 2(2d − 1)
(














2d(1− )2 ¿ (2d − 1)(1 + )2;
2 + 2+ 1 ¿ 2d+2 · :
Therefore, condition (#) is satis&ed if ¡1=2d+2 holds.
Solving










m ¿ 23d+7((!+ 1) ln n+ (d+ 1) ln 2):
Therefore, if R(! log n) tuples are given, the &rst iteration of GREEDY succeeds with
probability at least 1− 1=n!.
The second iteration of GREEDY succeeds if
2d−2(BMIN)2 ¿ 2(2d−1 − 1)(CMAX)2:
This inequality is satis&ed under condition (#) because
2d−2 · (BMIN)2 = 12 2d−1 · (BMIN)2
¿ 122(2
d − 1) · (CMAX)2
¿ (2d − 2)(CMAX)2 = 2(2d−1 − 1) · (CMAX)2:
Similarly, we can see that all iterations succeed once condition (#) is satis&ed. Since
condition (#) succeeds with probability at least 1− 1=n! if R(! log n) tuples are given,
the theorem holds.
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Note that if we simultaneously choose d variables with d-highest |Si| in the &rst
iteration of GREEDY, we can output the correct set of variables {x1; : : : ; xd} with
high probability (¿1 − 1=n! for any &xed constant !). However, the chance that a
correct variable is selected in the second iteration of GREEDY is higher because
2d−2=(2d−1−1)¿2d−1=(2d−1). Moreover, the experimental results in Section 6 suggest
that GREEDY outputs the correct set of variables in many cases. Therefore, GREEDY
(equivalently GREEDY1) should be used.
5.2. Towards analysis of more general functions
Unfortunately, GREEDY can not output the correct set of variables for XOR func-
tions. For example, consider the case of y1(k)= x1(k) ⊕ x2(k). Then, |S1| ≈ 12 |S| and
|S2| ≈ 12 |S| are expected. Thus, GREEDY may fail to &nd x1 or x2. However, this case
seems to be exceptional. From the computational experiments on d64, we found that
properties similar to those in Section 5.1 held for many Boolean functions of d64.
Although we have yet to come up with a proof, we conjecture that GREEDY outputs
correct sets of input variables on average.
Extension of the Boolean domain to other &xed domain D is possible to some extent.
In this case, AND function may be replaced by a function of the form
if x1(k) = z1 ∧ · · · ∧ xd(k) = zd then y1 = zd+1 else y1 = zd+2;
where zi ∈D and zd+1 = zd+2. If |D| is a constant, an analysis similar to that in Section
5.1 is possible and straightforward. However, if |D| is large, it is di(cult to discriminate
x1; : : : ; xd from the other xj because the gaps between |Si| (i=1; : : : ; d) and |Sj| (j¿d)
would become very small.
Although we assumed noiseless conditions, real data contain noise. For example,
y1(k)=fj(x1(k); : : : ; xd(k)) may not hold with some error probability & (i.e., Prob(y1(k)
=fj(x1(k); : : : ; xd(k)))= &). However, it is expected that GREEDY still works for this
case. Although GREEDY would output variables not in {x1; : : : ; xd} if all pairs in S
should be covered, we can stop GREEDY after the dth iteration. In this case, it is
expected that GREEDY will output the correct set of variables for su(ciently small
& and su(ciently large m, because the deviations of the sizes of |Si| from those in
Theorem 4 will be small.
6. Computational experiments
We performed computational experiments to verify the e:ectiveness of GREEDY1.
As mentioned in Section 1, we are particularly interested in its application to the infer-
ence of genetic networks. Therefore, we performed computational experiments using a
mathematical model of a genetic network.
Various mathematical models have been proposed for modeling genetic networks, the
simplest of which is the Boolean network [14]. Although this is a conceptual model and
real genetic networks are signi&cantly more complex, this model may be still useful
for the analysis of real experimental data because errors in real experimental data are
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Table 1
Results (success ratio (%) and average CPU time (s)) of computational experiments on AND functions
d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5
m=100 100% 0:006 s 83% 0:014 s 2% 0:022 s 1% 0:030 s
m=500 100% 0:113 s 100% 0:165 s 99% 0:218 s 39% 0:274 s
m=1000 100% 0:280 s 100% 0:399 s 100% 0:540 s 95% 0:659 s
large and thus real values should be classi&ed into several discrete values (e.g., 0; 1
in the Boolean network). We can treat the inference of Boolean networks by letting
D= {0; 1} and l= n [4]. However, we conducted experiments only on cases of l=1
because yj (j=1; : : : ; l) can be treated independently. A PC with a 700 MHz AMD
Athron CPU running Turbo Linux 4.2 (Linux kernel version 2.2.9) was used for all
computational experiments.
First we performed experiments on AND functions. We examined all combinations
of n=1000; m=100; 500; 1000 and d=2; 3; 4; 5. For each case, we calculated the av-
erage CPU time required for inference and the percentage of successful executions of
GREEDY1 over 100 trials, where we say that GREEDY1 is successful if it outputs
the correct set {xi1 ; : : : ; xid}. We modi&ed GREEDY1 so that it stopped after the dth
iteration. For each case, we generated input data and an AND function in the following
way. First, we randomly selected d di:erent variables xi1 ; : : : ; xid from x1; : : : ; xn and then
randomly selected an AND function f1(xi1 ; : : : ; xid) from 2
d possible AND functions
(i.e., AND of literals). We let xi(k)= 0 with probability 0:5 and xi(k)= 1 with proba-
bility 0:5 for all xi (i=1; : : : ; n) and k (k =1; : : : ; m), and y1(k)=f1(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k))
for all k. The results can be seen in Table 1, where the success ratio (%) and average
CPU time (s) are given for each case.
It is seen from these results that GREEDY1 outputs the correct sets of variables with
high probability for AND functions, and the probability increases with m. It can also
be seen that CPU time increased near linear to d. It should be noted that CPU times
for m=1000 are longer than twice of those for m=500. This non-linearity about m
may depend on system properties such as cashe memory size.
Next, we performed computational experiments on general Boolean functions of d
input variables. In this case, we randomly selected a Boolean function f1(xi1 ; : : : ; xid)
from 22
d
possible Boolean functions. Table 2 shows the results, in which the success
ratio (%) and average CPU time (s) are given for each case.
It is seen that for su(ciently large m, the success ratio increased with d. This
suggests that GREEDY1 can &nd the correct sets of variables not only for AND=OR
functions but also for most Boolean functions if d is not small. The success ratio was
approximately 50% in the case of d=2. This is reasonable because the number of
AND=OR functions with two input variables is 8, where there are 16 possible Boolean
functions with two input variables.
Next, we examined noisy cases for combinations of d=3; 5, &=0:1; 0:2; 0:3 and
m=500; 1000; 2000 using general Boolean functions. In this case, we let yj(k) =
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Table 2
Results (success ratio (%) and average CPU time (s)) of computational experiments on general Boolean
functions
d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5
m=100 50% 0:007 s 52% 0:017 s 32% 0:024 s 9% 0:035 s
m=500 52% 0:111 s 77% 0:177 s 92% 0:238 s 89% 0:304 s
m=1000 49% 0:278 s 76% 0:424 s 97% 0:576 s 98% 0:747 s
m=2000 53% 0:612 s 77% 0:945 s 92% 1:238 s 100% 1:642 s
Table 3
Results (success ratio (%)) of computational experiments for noisy cases
d=3 d=3 d=3 d=5 d=5 d=5
&=0:1 &=0:2 &=0:3 &=0:1 &=0:2 &=0:3
m=500 68% 71% 29% 74% 32% 0%
m=1000 71% 72% 60% 89% 78% 12%
m=2000 77% 73% 76% 98% 97% 72%
Table 4
E:ect of the number of attributes on CPU time
n=1000 n=2000 n=3000 n=4000 n=5000 n=6000
0.431 0.870 1.306 1.732 2.200 2.635
fj(xi1 (k); : : : ; xid(k)) with probability &. Table 3 shows the results, in which only the
success ratio (%) is given for each case.
It is seen that the success ratio decreased as & increased. However, for cases of &60:2
and m=2000, the success ratios approximate those in the noiseless case. Therefore,
it is suggested that GREEDY1 works well even in a noisy environment if su(ciently
large number of data are provided.
Finally, we examined the e:ect of n on the CPU time, where we used d=3;
m=1000 and &=0. Table 4 shows the results, in which only CPU times (s) are
given. From these results, it is seen that CPU time varies linearly with n. Note that it
took ¡3 s even in the case of n=6000 (and m=1000).
The research group directed by the third author is conducting biological experiments
on Yeast genes using several hundreds of mutants in which some genes are modi&ed.
These experiments correspond to the case of n≈ 6000; m≈ 1000, and l≈ 6000. There-
fore, it is expected that it will take 3×6000 s (since it takes approximately 3 s per
yl) if GREEDY1 is applied to such real experimental data. Of course, real data are
much more complex than arti&cial data described above. For example, real numbers
are used in real data instead of Boolean values. However, measurement errors are very
large and thus real values should be classi&ed into several discrete values. We are
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now attempting to identify appropriate threshold values for such classi&cations and are
trying to develop an algorithm that is more robust to noise.
Note that even in the average case, GREEDY1 sometimes fails to &nd the correct set
of variables. However, it is not a crucial disadvantage in real applications. In practice,
it is not required that all relations found by the inference algorithm are correct because
the correctness of the relations or hypotheses will be checked in detail by an expert
and=or by other experiments.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown an e(cient implementation of a simple greedy algo-
rithm for inferring functional relations. The proposed algorithm is quick enough to be
applied to large data sets. We have also shown an average case analysis of the greedy
algorithm though the analysis was restricted to a special case. However, the results of
the computational experiments suggest that the greedy algorithm outputs correct solu-
tions in many cases. Therefore, further theoretical studies on the average case analysis
should be done. Of course, real data may be signi&cantly di:erent to average case
input data because input attributes are not necessarily independent. However, it is still
guaranteed that GREEDY1 outputs an approximate solution even in the worst case [2].
We are now applying the greedy algorithm to the analysis of real experimental data on
genetic networks. Although this work is not yet successful, a similar greedy algorithm
is e:ective for the classi&cation of cancer cells using gene expression data [3]. This
suggests that greedy algorithms may be useful for the analysis of real data.
Finally, we compare GREEDY1 with algorithms for constructing decision trees [13].
In decision tree algorithms, input data are partitioned into smaller blocks as descending
the tree from the root to the leaves, and criteria such as the entropy score are used
when selecting the attribute at each node. Recall that in GREEDY1, input data are
partitioned into smaller blocks as the number of iterations increases, and the attribute
covering the largest number of pairs is selected in each iteration. Since the number
of covered pairs can be considered as a kind of score, the most important di:erence
is that di:erent attributes can be selected at nodes at the same height in a decision
tree, whereas the same attribute must be selected at all nodes at the same height in










x3 =1x2 = 1 x2 =1 x2 =1
Fig. 3. Di:erences between decision tree algorithms and GREEDY1. Di:erent attributes can be selected at
nodes at the same height in decision trees, whereas the same attribute must be selected in GREEDY1.
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functional relations if we place a restriction on the decision tree such that the same
attribute must be selected at all nodes at the same height. Since various techniques have
been developed for decision trees, it would be interesting to apply these techniques to
improve GREEDY1.
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